Michigan State Farm Life

Michigan Ranks High at State Farm Ins. Meet

Growth of State Farm Mutual Agreements is phenomenal.

A FARMERS COMPANY

Has 750,000 Agents and 500,000 Policies in 29 States.

BRIEFLY STATED.

Michigan State Farm Life has a branch in Chicago, D. C., located at 2125 Wabash Ave., Room 806. It has 29 applications for life insurance in its 29-state system. It has 35 applications for health insurance and 29 applications for accident insurance.

Michigan State Farm agents are found all over the state, and in any of the seven leading positions for all State Farm Life Insurance agents in the country, Michigan agents are always in the first five. In the past five years, B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; J. B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; D. B. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; and D. B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan, have been leader in the state, as well as in the country.

Michigan agents are proud of the way they have been able to build up the business in that state. They have done this by constant effort and by the use of a large number of agents. They have been able to build up the business in that state, and in any of the seven leading positions for all State Farm Life Insurance agents in the country, Michigan agents are always in the first five. In the past five years, B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; J. B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; D. B. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; and D. B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan, have been leader in the state, as well as in the country.

Michigan State Farm Life has a branch in Chicago, D. C., located at 2125 Wabash Ave., Room 806. It has 29 applications for life insurance in its 29-state system. It has 35 applications for health insurance and 29 applications for accident insurance.

Michigan State Farm agents are found all over the state, and in any of the seven leading positions for all State Farm Life Insurance agents in the country, Michigan agents are always in the first five. In the past five years, B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; J. B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; D. B. Bishop, Dean of Michigan; and D. B. D. Bishop, Dean of Michigan, have been leader in the state, as well as in the country.
Two McBride Bills Interest Agriculture

Representative Explains, and
Powell Comments on
COB Bill

Lansing—Representative Elmer E. Powell commented on the COB bill, introducing it in the House of Representatives. The bill provides for the establishment of the Michigan State Building Committee, which would be charged with the responsibility of planning and supervising the construction of buildings for state use. Powell noted that this bill would be a significant step towards ensuring the efficient and economical use of public funds. The bill was introduced on January 23 and received favorable response from the audience.

Michigan Farmers Organize New Group

There are two new groups of farmers, organized in Michigan and represented in the state legislature. These groups are the Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank, whose headquarters are at Lansing, and the Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank Marketing Association, whose headquarters are at Alma. Both groups are interested in developing banking facilities in rural areas.

Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank Marketing Association has been organized to provide a new means of marketing farm products. The association will operate on a co-operative basis and will bring farm products to market more efficiently. The association will charge a small fee for its services, which will be used to cover operating expenses.

The Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank, on the other hand, is a bank specifically designed to serve farmers. The bank will provide loans, savings, and other financial services to farmers. The bank's primary goal is to help farmers improve their financial well-being and to provide them with access to credit.

Michigan Wheat Crop 

Michigan has produced a record wheat crop this year, with an estimated yield of 100 million bushels. The crop was harvested during the summer and autumn months, and the wheat was processed and prepared for market. The crop is expected to bring in a revenue of $300 million, and is a significant contribution to the state's economy.

Michigan High Rankings at an Insurance Meeting

The Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank Marketing Association meeting at Alma on February 23, suggested a number of proposals. It was noted that the association would bring great industrialization of agriculture to the state, and that every live stock exchange in the nation would be largely out of earnings. In nine years they have placed directly over a fire the flavor best in air-tight containers. The Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank Marketing Association provides for farmers $212,000,000 worth of stock in the nation-wide operating Michigan Elevator Exchange at Alma in Gratiot county.

Michigan Farmers Cooperative Bank Marketing Association has been organized to provide a new means of marketing farm products. The association will operate on a co-operative basis and will bring farm products to market more efficiently. The association will charge a small fee for its services, which will be used to cover operating expenses.

Marketing Association

The Marketing Association operates on 21 principal livestock markets throughout the nation. It is organized for farmers by farmers, and provides a forum for the discussion of marketing issues. The association's mission is to improve the marketing of farm products and to increase the profitability of farmers.

Michigan Wheat Crop

Michigan has produced a record wheat crop this year, with an estimated yield of 100 million bushels. The crop was harvested during the summer and autumn months, and the wheat was processed and prepared for market. The crop is expected to bring in a revenue of $300 million, and is a significant contribution to the state's economy.

Favorite Recipes

Here are a few of our favorite recipes that we think you will enjoy.

**Use Good Sense and Rest**

It's very curious to talk about sense or wisdom or common sense. People who have it don't talk about it. We do not.

**RUSIC ECONOMIC TREAT DISH**

Take hot dough and roll it into a ball. Knead it and roll it until it is soft. Place slices of ham or beef in the dough and roll it up into a roll. Place it in a pan and bake it until it is golden brown.

**BREADS**

Stir 2 cups of flour, 1 cup of water, and 1 cup of sugar together. Knead it well and let it cool. When it is cool, slice it and toast.

**PIZZAS**

Mix 2 cups of flour, 1 cup of water, and 1 cup of sugar together. Knead it well and let it cool. When it is cool, slice it and toast.

**KITCHEN IDEAS**

Here are a few ideas for kitchen organization and management.

**Guilty of Boycotting**

Michigan—An active effort to enforce the boycott of Chicago and Milwaukee steel is being made by the Michigan Steel Strike Committee. The committee is a group of Michigan steel workers who are protesting against the policies of the Illinois Steel Corporation.

**Rural Service Wrench**

We have recently obtained a Rural Service Wrench, which comes in several sizes and is very useful. It has a handle that can be used to turn the pliers, and a thumb screw that can be used to open and close the jaws. It is a very handy tool for any farmer or rancher.

**Silver King Coal**

The Silver King Coal is a type of coal that is very popular in Michigan. It is a high-quality coal that is very easy to light and burns very hot.

**Farm Board To Sell**

Washington—Several millions of the nation's farmers, who are members of the state industrial crops committees, will be selling their crops soon. The crops include corn, cotton, and wheat. The crops are expected to bring in a revenue of $300 million, and will be sold at prices ranging from 30 to 50 cents per bushel.

The disposition of the wheat, which is the most important crop, is expected. The disposition of the cotton is expected. The disposition of the corn is expected.
FARM RELIEF

Practical farm relief is helping you conduct necessary operations at lower costs and greater profit.

This is exactly what Michigan Farm Bureau is doing for poultrymen. In 1930 it grew better chicks—chicks that were larger—more vigorous—better feathered and with more color in their shanks and beaks and comb than those raised on competitive feeds.

MEAN HB 5%, saved about $600 to the people who lived in this year instead of the high-priced, closed-form chick prices (

If you didn’t save your share of the $600 last year, be sure to get Michigan HB 5% for your chicks this year. Participation in profits that co-op operating will make for you.

Know the fun and satisfaction in growing better chicks than you have ever grown before of getting a chick starter at a big cash price to help poultrymen to sell farm relief.

See your local distributor of Farm Bureau Supplies about Michigan HB 5% for chicks.

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.

Lansing, Michigan
Moonlight Preferred
A Novel -- By Arthur Waigall
In Six Parts

The young man laughed, "Is it true that you want to marry me?"

"Yes, yes, don't forget," said Brid. "It's a price.""If you'll marry me, I'll do anything you tell me.""

"Not so fast! I'm not ready," Brid said. "I want to make sure you mean it." "I mean it, I mean it, I mean it!" Brid exclaimed. "I'll do anything you want me to do!"

Nothing more was said for a moment. Then Brid turned to the young man and said, "I'll marry you!"

"I knew you would!" the young man exclaimed. "You're the most wonderful woman in the world!"

The whole evening was wonderful. Brid and the young man talked and laughed and enjoyed each other's company. When the evening was over, Brid said, "I love you, Brid. And I know you love me."

"I love you, too," Brid said. "And I know you love me." They hugged and kissed and promised to be happy together forever.

The next day they went to get married. It was a beautiful wedding. The young man and Brid were married in a church with all their friends there to see them. After the wedding, they went on a honeymoon to a beautiful place by the sea. They were happy and in love. And they knew that their love would last forever.

The end.
MOTHERS TELL US THEIR BEST HOME ENTERTAINMENTS

Young People and Parents Gather In Family Events.

We have asked several to tell us of their family events, specifically for their young people, and we received such a wealth of suggestions that we have been forced to condense them as much as possible. Mrs. W. H. Faber tells us, "Our children have enjoyed the best kind of audience possible with our friends. The sound, written, spoken, and moving material is all on the living table. The programs are always the same, yet always changing, the young folks find it a never ending fun. At any rate, they are in season and have riddles on them.

"When we have a crowd, we hand. "When we have a crowd, we make funny puns about each other. Each can invite a special part of the family decides what shall be served. And each can invite a special person to sing a solo, duet, or a chorus where all can join in. We have a small play or skit, when possible, and often the most popular with our friends. The sound, written, spoken, and moving material is all on the living table. The programs are always the same, yet always changing, the young folks find it a never ending fun. At any rate, they are in season and have riddles on them.

Mrs. H. E. Clark of Nashville tells us about the "My young people greatly enjoy the "Young People's" shows. We are provided with trays of food and have a good vocabulary at our disposal. They take a lot of fun out of it.

Mrs. E. A. Jones says, "Each member of the family decides what shall be served. And each can invite a special person to sing a solo, duet, or a chorus where all can join in. We have a small play or skit, when possible, and often the most popular with our friends. The sound, written, spoken, and moving material is all on the living table. The programs are always the same, yet always changing, the young folks find it a never ending fun. At any rate, they are in season and have riddles on them.
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"New "Clear-Away" Values"

"MICHIGAN STATE FARM BUREAU"

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

"WASHINGTON—Forceful arguments

"The year was not particularly sat­

"WOOL RENDEZVOUS"

"BREEDING STOCK"

"LIVE STOCK"

FOR SALE—NEARLY NEW WOL-verine Greyhound Hay Press, 17x22. In fine condition, will bale 4 tons or more per hour. If interested write Chas. H. Montague, Clio, Michigan.


FOR SALE—$700. COMPLETE FOUR room outfit of furniture, sold five months ago, for balance of contract due of only $380. If interested write Miss Mary L. Convery, 3520 W. 40th St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—$355. ILLEGE, 1600 sq. ft. 2 bedroom bungalow, 1 bath, in the heart of downtown Battle Creek. If interested write Mr. Harry Johnson, 422 N. Kalamazoo Ave., Battle Creek, Michigan.

FOR SALE—TWO MARRIED MEN, EXPERIENC-ed farmers, want to rent one large farm furnished, or two smaller ones, close together. Interested in poultry. James Duffy, Evart, u-4, Mich.

WANTED—WORK ON FARM BY month by single man, age 26. Lived on farm all my life. Rollie Willert, Middleton, R-2, Michigan.

Chairman Alexander Legge, whose term expires in June.

"Chairman Alexander Legge, whose term expires in June."

MICHIGAN STATE FARM BUREAU
State Agent
Lansing, Mich.

"Why Our Fertilizers Do So Well"

NITROGEN IN FARM BUREAU FERTILIZERS...

WHERE TO PURCHASE

Why is Farm Bureau Fertilizer Faster? We use only high grade nitrogen sources as active in N in our Fertilizers. We guarantee availability to plants, as against the general rule of 70% water soluble nitrogen in fertilizers normally available."

State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co.

Why Our Fertilizers Do So Well

NITROGEN IN FARM BUREAU FERTILIZERS...